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About This Game

Mini Hockey Champ! is 1-on-1 arcade hockey built like the fun, action-packed sports games of last century. It's all the best
parts of the sport, laser focused into a brilliant beam of high energy, designed to be familiar to players of all skill levels. Hockey

rookie or grizzled veteran, you'll quickly discover new and exciting ways to crush your opponents.

Games are short and furious, perfect for passing the controllers among friends on the couch, or battling the CPU on your own.
Mini Hockey Champ! features a full championship mode with playoff progression and stat tracking, so there's always something

to work towards beyond the wins and losses. When you're not competing for the cup, fire up Arcade Mode and customize a
match with a host of unlockable rules that modify the game in fun, wild ways!

FEATURES

Championship - Play through 4 rounds against the world's best teams to bring home the championship cup!

Arcade - Exhibition play, with a selection of unlockable rule modifiers. Big Head Mode, Fire pucks, and more!

Local Multiplayer - Grab a second controller and slam your 'friends' into the boards! Works in all game modes.

Stats and Records - Records are made to be broken, can you take down the legends?
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Here is a quick summary of the game.

MC Hammer teaches Martial Arts.. I recommend this game, BUT there are factors to consider: only people like me, who know
the content of the books and like Brandon Sanderson's The Way Of Kings should buy this one. All the others, I don't think they
could appreciate what there is to appreciate in this product. Another thing: this is like a tutorial of a game, not a game as we
usually intend it to be. To say it simple: buy it only if you want to take a look at the Shattered Plains, the rockbuds, chulls and so
on. Finished in a single seesion!. I'm not a fan of visual novels but by combining the story telling with proper gameplay elements
this game manages to make me feel invested in what is going on and care for the characters.

The strategy part of the game is not very complex but it has a nice balance to always keep you on your toes. You are always
short on supplies and resources, the survivor count is decreasing constantly and in most cases you are either worrying over the
morale or the health of your people, or both.

The story comes up with some interesting ideas as well and (except for the very long opening sequence) feels very well paced.

Video with commentary:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vz8BOi8zbXg. Fantastic game. One of those games where you say "just a little longer" and
look at the clock and see that 2 hours have passed. Buy it now.. A great little action platformer with a Halloween theme.
Definitely worth your time.. so many hours of fun as a kid.. incredible game. The gameplay, apart from being translated, is left
untouched, so the experience is still authentic. Recommended for those who cannot read Japanese and can care less about the
missing trains in this release to play this game.

Just keep in mind that many JR trains, amongst more from private Japanese railway companies, are not available in the
international release due to potentially inhibiting licensing fees and\/or reasons undisclosed by the publisher of the International
Release.

On the other hand, for those who can actually read Japanese, know Japan enough to lust for the missing trains, and has enough
knowledge to buy the download store version from the ARTDINK online store, BY ALL MEANS GO THERE INSTEAD.
More trains are available there and trains from JR Central can be added via the JR Central Addon Pack.. I have to say this game
is really great. For what they were going for they were spot on. Definitely a nice JRPG with a variety of customization and very
well optimized. I recommend it.. There's a user-defined tag for this product that reads "casual." I can't really say that this
product is for the most casual observer of Go\/Igo\/Weiqi\/Baduk.

However, what I can say is that if you're an amateur player looking for an AI Go sparring partner then here's your option on
Steam. In fact, it appears to be one of the most compelling options at the moment for playing this game on Steam (the other
being Tabletop Simulator if you have a friend).

Verdict: If you want to Go it solo on Steam (all easy puns intended) and practice against one of the more competent AI's on the
market, here is your choice. But for $80 let's hope that future updates or "The Second Edition" will be included.

I'll recommend it for the purpose of hopefully inspiring more products such as this to hit the Steam Store. With even more hope,
I'd like to see something like KGS or Tygem on here as well.. So the best comparison i can make to this game would be the
ultima 6 & 7. It's very old school and it does not hold your hand.

PROS
- Great Story
- Cool World
- Interesting Characters
- Actual Depth

CONS
- Learning Curve
- Battle Mechanics (Sometimes)
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Wonderful puzzle clicker!
This game is a great little puzzler, a few "collect piece and put in things" bits, a few lock puzzles, a few pattern and number
puzzles and a couple of really interesting maze locks.
Really short, but really fun!. The game is needlessly tedious in the way you play it, it's not like many other survival games where
there is some excitement or a unique twist to balancing things, it's just, "Oh need food, oh now we need wood to make stuff to
make more food, oh there's undead and we don't have enough soldiers." Just balancing things out in what is clearly an endless
struggle, not worth your money.. Solid game but they arent kidding about that partial control super glseiitchy with steam
controller. But it seems like a solid game...FULL CONTROLLER SUPPORT PLEASE; come on guys.. Nice!
More Techs + new race.. Assault on the Necrospire is a neat little rogue-lite\/dungeon crawler style game at a budget price.
You only have one class to play as - a mage - and there are a ton of collectible artifacts and weapon upggrades dished out at
an astonishing pace early on in the game. The bosses and enemies are well varied and interesting and the level layout is
similar to Binding of Isaac with a square map with randomly generated rooms branching off of each other.
The only real gripe I have is the sound - the music is sparse and repetitve and the sound effects lack the impact that makes
hitting enemies and casting spells satisfying. Other than that $5 well spent!. Pretty fun, actually, had my gf and I screaming
orders at eachother while having a blast. Gets hectic quick.. It is a kind of reloaded pacman with demons and 3d graphics
which may not be the best but which are pleaseant to watch as you can easely see your character and the other elements in the
level.

An issue though is the lack of customisable settings and resolution.. I like puppers
I like video games
I like Turbo

Overall I like game.. A cute but difficult tower defense game with a christmas theme. It looks and feels like the mobile port it
is. You don't place towers, you drag them into position. The maps are designed with a lot of micro-management involved,
simply placing towers isn't enough, you may need to sell them to get money, which then allows you to place another tower
elsewhere. You need to time the placement, upgrading, and selling of towers, with the amount of resources you have to ensure
you have enough free resources to place the exact tower you need to beat/finish off that particular wave. (It's actually
simpler than I'm making it sound here.)
What is tricky is the timing, which you only achieve through experience. Your defences might have held against the previous
wave, but even just upgrading what you have might not beat the new one. You might have to sell some towers and/or exchange
them with others depending on the wave.

Overall, I didn't particularly enjoy the micro-management and found it frustrating to get a long way into a level, only to lose
because I messed up the timing or placement of a single tower. However, the graphics, sound, and gameplay were solid and
it's very cheap. If you like micro-management and time management, then the game might appeal to you, but check out the
gameplay on youtube first!
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